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Abstract
Previous research has supplied the field of psycholinguistics with two important concepts: the
competition model (Bates & MacWhinney, 1981) and the concept of crosslinguistic structural
priming. The present study aims to examine the possibility of combining these concepts by
assessing to what extent the strength of the animacy cue of the competition model could be
crosslinguistically primed between the understudied language combination of Dutch and
Japanese. Additionally, it was researched whether an influence of L1 on this process was
present. 18 Dutch learners of Japanese and 10 Japanese learners of Dutch were tested on their
assignment of the agent role in Japanese prime sentences and Dutch target sentences in which
the cue of animacy was manipulated.
The results showed that agent assignment was influenced by the animacy of nouns
present in the sentences, and that the strength of the cue of animacy was primed from
Japanese to Dutch: participants were more likely to denote the animate noun as agent in
Dutch sentences, even when this was in conflict with other cues, when they were first
presented with a Japanese sentence in which the same conflict occurred. Additionally, the
suggestion is raised that cue transfer is present within participants, providing information
about the relationship between priming and crosslinguistic influence and the role of L1. These
results demonstrate the possibility to prime for the animacy cue of the competition model,
suggesting that these psycholinguistic concepts could be combined.
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1. Introduction
The innate human desire to connect and communicate has resulted in an abundance of
different languages. And with almost 7,000 languages in the world (Lewis, 2009) it is not
surprising that a lot of people are able to communicate in multiple languages. In the last 20
years, multilingualism has gained an increase in importance due to globalization,
transnational mobility and the large spread of technology that allows us to communicate with
others all over the world (Cenoz, 2013). Due to this increased importance, multilingualism
and second language acquisition has been widely studied within the field of linguistics: from
the ways in which a second language is acquired to the social aspects of multilingualism (e.g.
Horner & Weber, 2017). Additionally, the ways in which multiple languages interact with one
another has been a popular subject in the field of psycholinguistics for many years (e.g.
Fernández, Cairns, & Wiley, 2018).
Being multilingual affects the way languages are processed in your brain:
crosslinguistic influence can occur. Crosslinguistic influence can be defined as “the influence
of a person’s knowledge of one language on that person’s knowledge or use of another
language’’ (Jarvis & Pavlenko, 2008, p.1). For example, an English-Dutch multilingual is
more likely than a monolingual to judge a V2 word order such as Yesterday bought she a dog
as acceptable, even though this is not normally occurring in English. This is likely caused by
their knowledge of Dutch, in which this construction is acceptable (Bosch & Unsworth,
2021). However, this influence of other languages goes further than just the knowledge of
other languages. Multilinguals can also be influenced in their processing or production of one
language, by what they just heard in another language: they can be crosslinguistically primed.
For example, presenting English-Korean multilinguals with a specific sentence structure in
English, such as I believe Thomas to be trustworthy (rather than I believe Thomas is
trustworthy), will cause them to use the same structure when completing a following Korean
sentence such as I believe Julia… (Song & Do, 2018). As such, priming and crosslinguistic
influence are closely related, where priming could be seen as a way to influence what
crosslinguistic knowledge is used in the processing or production of sentences.
The present study focuses on the influence of knowledge of one language on the
processing of another, and the possibility to prime the way these languages are processed. The
study focuses on Japanese and Dutch, two languages that have been studied separately, but
are an understudied language combination existing of a Western and Non-western language.
The possibility to prime processing strategies of other languages, will be analysed by using
cues from the competition model (Bates & MacWhinney, 1981, 1989; MacWhinney, 1987a):
devices that give information about the role of words in sentences. These cues will be
manipulated between Japanese and Dutch sentences, to research whether or not the strength of
specific cues can be primed. By utilising the knowledge from previous research about the
competition model, structural priming, and a shared-syntax model, it is expected that the
transfer of cues from one language to another can indeed be primed. This research will
provide new insights into the effects of multilingualism on language processing and the
possibilities of influencing this process, as well as aim to provide proof for the possibility to
combine two central theories of psycholinguistics.
1.1 The competition model
A model concerned with sentence processing is the competition model. The model was
initially created to analyse the end state of first language acquisition and adult language use,
but has since also been applied to multilingual contexts (Bates & MacWhinney, 1981;
MacWhinney 2017). The model assumes a functionalist view on language, presuming
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language is a tool for communication, and that this communicative function influences the
way language is constructed and used. Due to this functionalist view, the model also takes
semantic, pragmatic, and syntactic aspects into account (Bates & MacWhinney, 1989). The
model utilises form-function mappings, adopting the assumption that surface forms of
language, such as words or phrases, map directly onto different functions such as the semantic
role of agent, the syntactic grammatical subject, and the pragmatic focus and/or topic
(MacWhinney & Bates, 1982).
A central aspect of the competition model is the existence of cues. These cues can be
defined as lexical or grammatical devices that provide information for the mapping of
linguistic forms to functions (Bates, Thal, & MacWhinney, 1991). An example of a cue is the
cue of subject-verb agreement. This cue provides evidence for the agentivity of nouns: if the
verb and a noun are in agreement (e.g. on the basis of number or person), it is likely that the
function of agent is mapped to this noun form (Kempe & MacWhinney, 1999). Another
example is the cue of animacy. This cue also provides evidence for the agentivity of nouns:
generally, in all languages the agent of a sentence is animate (Kempe & MacWhinney, 1999).
Thus, if a sentence contains one animate and one inanimate noun, it is likely that the function
of agent will be mapped to the animate noun form.
The role of these cues has been proven by the experiments of Bates, MacWhinney and
Kliegl (1984). In these experiments, American and Italian participants were subjected to a
sentence interpretation task in which they were presented with sentences in their own
language, in which multiple cues such as word order, animacy, stress and topicalization were
manipulated. Participants were tasked with assigning the role of agent to one of the nouns in
sentences. As a result of the cue manipulation, participants interpreted sentences differently. It
was shown that, for example in Italian, a sentence such as La gomma I maiali bacia [The
eraser the pigs kisses] is interpreted differently than the sentence La gomma I maiali baciano
[the eraser the pigs kiss], because the verb agrees with either the singular noun eraser in the
first sentence or the plural noun pigs in the second sentence: the verb agreement cue has
manipulated the sentence interpretation. Additionally, it was shown that there was also a
difference in interpretation within the same language, based on which language participants
spoke. An example is an English sentence such as The eraser chases the pig in which the
word order and animacy cue are in conflict because word order would denote the first noun as
agent, whereas the animacy cue points toward the pig as agent. English participants were
more likely to adhere to the cue of word order and choose the eraser as the agent, whereas
Italian participants more often used the animacy cue and thus choose the pig as the agent.
Hereby, the research showed that cues exist, for they can be manipulated: a difference in form
influenced the way sentences are processed and thus which forms are mapped to functions.
Additionally, the research of Bates et al. (1984) showed that cues can vary in multiple
aspects. First, cues can have different forms: they can be morphological, syntactic, prosodic,
semantic, and pragmatic (Li & MacWhinney, 2013; MacWhinney, 1987a). Second, cues can
vary in cue availability, defined as ‘the proportion of times the cue is available over the times
it is needed’ (MacWhinney, 2017, p. 291). Third, cues can vary in cue reliability, which is
defined by how often the use of a certain cue leads to the right interpretation over the amount
of time it occurs (MacWhinney, 2017). Fourth, cues can differ in validity. Cue validity is the
product of cue availability and cue reliability (MacWhinney, 2017). Cue validity is used in
order to determine the strength of a cue: the importance of a cue for mapping a form onto a
function (MacWhinney, Bates & Kliegl, 1984; Year, 2003).
Another important aspect of cues is that they can vary between languages in all abovementioned aspects (Li & MacWhinney, 2013). As was shown by the aforementioned research
of Bates et al. (1984): aside from different sentence interpretation based on cues, there was
also a different interpretation based on the language of the sentences. The research showed
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that American participants mainly relied on word-order cues, whereas the Italian participants
used the animacy cue to assign agentivity to nouns; this is consistent with the availability,
reliability and, by extension, validity of these cues in English and in Italian.
Another example of difference in cue strength between languages is provided by the research
of Kempe and MacWhinney (1999) in which Russian and German sentence processing by
native speakers of either language was compared. Although both languages had the same
repertoire of cues, similar sentences were interpreted differently across languages, providing
information that the cues differed in strength between these languages.
At the core of the competition model is the fact that cues can compete (explaining the
model’s name), meaning that when cues present in an utterance provide conflicting
information, competition will take place in order to come to a singular interpretation. For
example, in English the following order of cue strength is present: Word order (SVO) > VOS,
OSV > Case inflection > Agreement, Animacy (MacWhinney, Bates & Kliegl, 1984;
McDonald, 1987; Year, 2003). In a simple English sentence such as the mother bakes the
cake both the word order and animacy cue point to the mother as the grammatical agent of the
sentence due to its preverbal position and animate state. However, in a sentence such as the
cake bakes the mother, the cues compete: word order would point to the cake as agent, but the
animacy cue favours the mother as actor. Due to its higher cue strength in English, the word
order cue wins the competition. This means that English speakers would more frequently
denote the cake as the grammatical agent in such a sentence (Li & MacWhinney, 2013).
However, in another language such as Mandarin, the animacy cue holds a higher cue strength,
resulting in the mother being indicated as the actor despite the ungrammatical word order (Li
& MacWhinney, 2013)
1.1.2 Cue transfer
As discussed, cues have set roles within languages, which differ between languages. But what
happens within the multilingual brain where the processing of multiple languages causes these
cues to come in contact with one another? Although cues should be considered separate for
each language, multilinguals aren’t always successful in doing so, likely due to an inability to
deactivate their knowledge of other languages (Kroll, Gullifer, & Rossi, 2013). Because of
this crosslinguistic activation, a transfer of cue strength occurs between languages, known as
cue transfer. This is assumed to occur from L1 to L2, known as forward transfer
(MacWhinney, 1987b), where, for example, the word order cue still holds the most strength
for an English L1 speaker when processing Italian sentences. However, research from
Wulfeck, Juarez, Bates, and Kilborn (1986) has shown that Spanish-English bilinguals
interchange cues from both languages, as they used the English SVO word order cue in
Spanish sentences, even though it is their native language (MacWhinney, 1987b), this is also
known as backward transfer.
Cue transfer was also researched by Morett and MacWhinney (2013). In this study
native speakers of English that were L2 learners of Spanish, were tasked with assigning the
agent role to one of the nouns in simple English and Spanish sentences in which different cues
were manipulated. The research showed that advanced learners of Spanish were more reliant
than less advanced learners on the cue of animacy to determine agentivity in both languages.
Since the cue of animacy is more important in Spanish, but is not fully utilised by less
advanced learners who use sentence processing strategies for English, the research thus
provides evidence that language learners apply L1 strategies onto their L2: cues and their
strengths are transferred between languages. However, the research also showed that this
transfer decreased once participants became more proficient in L2 and experienced an
increased exposure to the language. Additionally, backward transfer also occurred, as
participants were shown to pay more attention to case marking in English after being
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presented with Spanish sentences which contained case marking, another important cue in
Spanish.
Cue transfer was even shown to be present between two languages that are not closely
related: English and Chinese (Liu, Bates, & Li, 1992; Skalicky & Chen, 2020). In Liu et al.’s
(1992) research, participants consisted of monolingual English or Mandarin speakers and
bilingual speakers of both languages, with either English or Mandarin as L1. These bilinguals
were determined to be either late or early bilinguals. The participants were tasked with
interpreting sentences that were manipulated on language, word order and animacy. The
monolingual speakers acted in line with predictions of the competition model: English
speakers relied more heavily on the word order cue, and Mandarin speakers on animacy. The
late bilingual English L2 learners relied more heavily on animacy as well when presented
with sentences in which word order and animacy were in competition; thus showing signs of
cue transfer from L1 to L2. The same effects were shown for the late bilingual Mandarin L2
learners, who relied more heavily on word order (Liu et al. 1992; Skalicky & Chen, 2020).
Additionally, this study also provided information about the influence of proficiency on the
presence of transfer, as early bilinguals showed no signs of forward cue transfer.
As these studies show, it seems possible for the strength of cues to be manipulated
crosslinguistically and to create an effect of cue transfer between languages, influencing the
way sentences are interpreted. In the past, the competition model has been used in order to
provide information about language acquisition and the developmental trajectories of
language (MacWhinney, 2017). The model has been optimized to also consider the (second)
language learning process in a Unified competition model (MacWhinney, 2012). However,
when regarding the effects and especially limits of cross language interaction, a gap in
knowledge appears to be present: the competition model is focused on the processing of
single sentences, but in reality an influence between sentences and even between languages
appears to be present. This gap in knowledge could be filled by considering another aspect
central in the field of psycholinguistics that concerns itself with crosslinguistic influences and
the influence of transfer of processing strategies between sentences: structural priming.
1.2 Structural priming
Structural priming can be defined as the tendency of people to more easily produce or
process a sentence which structure is similar to a previously presented sentence, known as the
prime (Pickering & Ferreira, 2008; Van Gompel & Arai, 2018). For example, when presented
with a sentence with the propositional object structure the student bought a book for her
friend, people are more likely to produce a sentence with the same structure such as the
boyfriend bought a rose for his girlfriend, rather than the double object structure the boyfriend
bought his girlfriend a rose. Nearly 40 years after its discovery through the seminal study by
Bock (1986), the phenomenon has been studied thoroughly.
Although initially most of this research has considered the effects of structural priming on
the production and encoding of sentences, research has also provided us with considerable
information about structural priming within the comprehension of sentences (Pickering &
Ferreira, 2008). Priming was shown to occur in tasks consisting solely of sentence
comprehension by Branigan, Pickering, and McLean (2005). In their research, they used
expressions in which a prepositional phrase is able to modify the verb or object noun. An
example of such an expression is The man hit the dog with a stick. Participants could interpret
this sentence as the man using a stick to hit the dog (i.e., prepositional phrase modifying the
verb hit). But the sentence could also be interpreted as the dog having a stick (i.e.,
prepositional phrase modifying the noun phrase the dog). Participants were subjected to a
prime sentence, such as The woman poking the doctor with the pen, accompanied by one
5

image matching either verb or noun modification and one image that matched neither
interpretation, and were told to match the correct picture to the expression they just read.
Then, they received a target sentence with the same verb, such as The girl poking the boy with
the key, accompanied by one image matching verb modification and one image matching
noun modification. It was shown that participants tended to interpret target sentences in the
same way that they were steered to interpret the prime sentence. This indicates that priming
can occur in tasks that consist only of comprehending sentences. In another experiment within
Branigan et al. (2005), different verbs were used between prime and target. In this case,
priming did not occur, displaying an importance of verb repetition within comprehension
priming (see also Tooley & Traxler, 2010).
Structural priming is a phenomenon that has been demonstrated to manifest itself in
different settings, and within different languages and different linguistic structures (Ferreira &
Bock, 2007). However, an important question to ask regarding this linguistic phenomenon is
whether it also has a function. Structural priming has been assigned three differing functions.
The first of these is the assumption that structural priming decreases the effort necessary to
process language and generates more fluent language production and processing (Ferreira &
Bock, 2007). The second function is related to the learning of language, as it is theorized that
priming is a reflection of an implicit-learning process by which language users learn to master
the specific syntactic structures in their language (Ferreira & Bock, 2007). Thirdly, structural
priming has been shown to create an alignment in dialogue situations (Ferreira & Bock,
2007): by using the same lexical and syntactic representations of situations, speakers are able
to align their situation models during dialogue. Although this final function is less relevant
when it comes to structural priming in language comprehension, these functions of structural
priming provide us with significant insights into the possibilities of improving the process of
language learning by using structural priming.
The occurrence of structural priming might also be relevant for second language learning
specifically, since it has also been shown to be able to occur across languages within bilingual
individuals, displaying the possibility of shared syntactic representations in bilinguals (see
Pickering & Ferreira, 2008; van Gompel & Arai, 2018, for reviews). The possibilities of
crosslinguistic priming within Dutch-English bilinguals was, for example, investigated by
Schoonbaert, Hartsuiker, and Pickering (2007). Priming of the production of both English
(L2) sentences and Dutch (L1) sentences was studied. Participants were instructed to hear
descriptions of pictures and describe pictures to another, unbeknownst to them, confederate
participant. The confederate participant presented participants with a prime description that
contained either a prepositional object (The boy shows the knife to the girl) or a double object
(The boy shows the girl the knife). Then, participants described a picture themselves and it
was observed whether or not they used the same structure as presented in the prime
description. The results showed that priming did indeed occur both from L1 to L2, as well as
from L2 to L1. Additionally, within the priming from L1 to L2, a translation equivalence
boost was observed, meaning that priming was enhanced by the presence of the same,
translated, verb within both prime and target, although this effect only occurs in priming from
L1 to L2; not from L2 to L1.
Additional evidence of crosslinguistic structural priming, specifically for comprehension,
comes from Kidd, Tennant, and Nitschke (2015). The participants in their study were EnglishGerman bilinguals. These participants were presented with English sentences that contained
either a subject relative clause, such as The girl that slaps the boy, or an object relative clause,
such as The girl that the boy slaps. These sentences served as primes to the German target
sentences in which, due to the nature of the language, subject- or object clauses are
structurally ambiguous: “die Frau, die das Mädchen küsst [The woman[Subj/Obj] that the girl
[Subj/Obj] kisses”] (Kidd et al., 2005, p.1063). Participants were instructed to select pictures that
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matched their sentence interpretation. The results showed that the English object relative
clause sentences primed the same object relative clause interpretation in German sentences;
proving that sentence comprehension can be primed across languages. However, there did not
appear to be any priming present for object relative clauses, suggesting a role for word order
overlap between the two languages in structural priming (Kidd et al., 2015).
The presence of shared representations between unrelated languages was researched by
Salamoura and Williams (2007). In this research, native Greek-speaking participants that
were advanced learners of English were instructed to verbally repeat Greek sentences with
differing structures, followed by the task to complete an English sentence of the same nature.
Participants were shown to repeat structures across languages, providing proof for the
presence of crosslinguistic priming, even in the case of languages that are not strongly related
and have differing scripts.
The idea of shared representations between unrelated languages was further supported by
the research of Chen, Jia, Wang, Dunlap, and Shin (2013), in which priming from English to
Chinese and Chinese to English was tested in Chinese-English bilinguals. These languages
were studied because of their difference in word order in passive constructions. In English the
object is placed at the front of a sentence in order to create a passive construction (The ball
was thrown by the boy), whereas in Chinese an explicit case marker is used to denote
passiveness. During the study, participants were presented with an English or Chinese prime
sentence containing either an active or passive structure. After reading the prime sentence out
loud, participants were presented with a (target) picture they had to describe, in the other
language than the prime sentence. It was shown that participants were more likely to produce
passive target sentences after passive prime sentences: crosslinguistic priming occurred.
Additionally, it was shown that this effect of prime sentence structure wasn’t dependent on
the language of prime or target. It occurred with both Chinese and English primes and targets.
Therefore, the research shows that structural priming is able to occur in the research sentences
in Chinese and English, regardless of the difference in word order between these languages.
In short, these studies display the possibility of influencing the processing and production
of languages. Crosslinguistic priming shows that languages influence one another within the
multilingual mind, both when it comes to comprehension and processing. Research highlights
that this influence can be activated deliberately. Furthermore, it was shown that the ability to
influence the processing of one language by activating another is not dependent on closerelatedness of these languages, or an overlap in script or word order.
1.2.1 The shared-syntax model
To explain the occurrence of crosslinguistic priming, the shared-syntax model was proposed
(Hartsuiker, Pickering, & Veltkamp, 2004; van Gompel & Arai, 2018). This model states that
lemmas are linked to combinatorial nodes which contain information about possible structures
for these words to occur, as well as a category node (such as verb or noun), combinatorial
nodes (for example active and passive) and linguistic nodes. This integrated view of the
bilingual lexicon as presented by Hartsuiker, et al. (2004) is shown in Figure 1 for the words
clean and write in both English and Dutch.
The critical aspect of this model is that words from different languages share nodes such
as the combinatorial node, category node and conceptual node, as shown in Figure 1. This
shared connection facilitates the priming effect: after activation of a node, residual activation
remains. To provide an example: after being presented with a Dutch sentence such as De brief
wordt geschreven door de vrouw [The letter is written by the woman] the nodes for the lemma
schrijven, the passive structure, verb category and the (shared) concept node will be activated.
If subsequently a target sentence in English with the same structure or even verb is to be
7

interpreted, the residual activation of these nodes will cause the same set of nodes to activate,
resulting in the same interpretation in the other language (Hartsuiker & Bernolet, 2014;
Schoonbaert et al., 2007), As was shown by the previously discussed research of Kidd et al.
(2015) in which English-German bilinguals carried over their interpretation of English
sentences to their interpretation of ambiguous German sentences. This overlap was likely
caused by the residual activation in the combinatorial node for object relative clauses.

Figure 1. Example of lexical entries for clean and write in the shared-syntax model for a Dutch-English bilingual.
All lemma nodes are connected to either the Dutch or English language node, to conceptual nodes
(CLEAN/SCHOONMAKEN (X,Y)), a category node (Verb) and both combinatorial nodes (Active and Passive)
(Hartsuiker et al., 2004).

For residual activation for words, another phenomenon in support of the shared-syntax model
was observed within bilinguals: the meaning-equivalence boost (Schoonbaert et al., 2007; van
Gompel & Arai, 2018). As previously discussed, it was observed that priming effects were
stronger when the verb in both the target and prime sentence were direct translations of one
another, as also proven by the aforementioned research of Branigan et al. (2005). Through
this it can be inferred that both lemmas are connected to the same conceptual representation
and node (Van Gompel & Arai, 2018). Striking was, however, that this meaning-equivalence
boost did not occur in priming from L2 to L1, which could be explained by the hypothesis
that L2 words are not as strongly linked to conceptual representations as L1 words (Van
Gompel & Arai, 2018). Regardless, a lexical boost aspect does seem to be present within
crosslinguistic priming, especially when it comes to verb repetition (Pickering & Ferreira,
2008).
1.3 Combining the competition model and crosslinguistic priming
The aforementioned studies show that languages hold different cues regarding their sentence
interpretation and that the effects of structural priming can occur across languages due to
shared syntactic representations. When regarding the possibility of residual activation and the
overlap in cues between languages, it could be expected that priming effects could also be
applied to the competition model in the shape of cue transfer. The present study aims to
combine the assumptions of the competition model regarding cues and their characteristics
with crosslinguistic priming. We will test whether or not the strength of specific cues can be
primed across languages through sentence comprehension. In order to investigate this, two
8

languages will be used: Dutch and Japanese. These languages were chosen based on their
overlap in cues present within the language and on the fact that these languages are unrelated
and have different scripts and basic word orders, thus providing additional new insights into
the competition model and structural priming of these languages. Conductive to this setup,
background information about both languages and their cues will first be provided.
1.3.1 Dutch and Japanese
Dutch and Japanese differ quite a lot from each other. This already begins with their script.
Where Dutch is written in the Latin script, the Japanese language utilises up to four scripts to
represent itself: Kanji, Hiragana, Katakana and sometimes the Latin script as well, which is
often called Romaji. Using these languages which differ so drastically in script, will provide
information about the possibilities for the presence of crosslinguistic priming within
comprehension and whether it is influenced by script. As shown by the research of Salamoura
and Williams (2007), where both Greek and Latin script were used and crosslinguistic
priming effects occurred, an influence of script is not to be expected. However, within the
research of Salamoura and Williams (2007), sentences were produced verbally. In this
research we will only focus on the interpretation of sentences after reading as well as on a
Non-western language. Thus the present study will contribute to an understudied aspect in the
field of linguistics, as most sentence-processing theories such as the competition model and
most research on priming have mainly focused on Western languages. This provides the
present study with a unique opportunity to broaden the horizon for both fields by comparing
and studying the interaction between a well-researched Western language and a Non-western
language. As well as fully utilising the competition model which emphasizes the ways in
which languages differ and the extent to which these differences have an effect on sentence
processing (Li, 1998)
Regarding the characteristics of the cues of both languages within the competition
model, much is already known. By systematically varying the presence of different cues, the
cue validity for both languages can be deduced. Sasaki and MacWhinney (2006) and Year
(2003) have shown that the order of cue strength in order to determine the actor role in
sentences for the Japanese language in adult processing was as follows: Case > Animacy >
Word order. For Dutch, this order is Case inflection > Word order > Animacy (McDonald,
1986; Year 2003).
1.3.2 Case marking
For both languages case (inflection) plays the strongest role in sentence interpretation.
However, for both languages case marking takes on a different form. In the Dutch language,
case marking has mainly disappeared, only occurring in markings for singular or plural nouns
or diminutive forms. Case inflection in the case of actor role determination takes the shape of
a distinction between the nominative and accusative form (McDonald, 1986). In Dutch
sentences such as hij belt de piloot [he calls the pilot] and de piloot belt hem [the pilot calls
him] contain no conflict in cues, due to a distinction between hij [he] as preferred actor, hem
[him] as preferred patient, or de piloot [the pilot] with a neutral interpretation taking no
preference. But a sentence such as hem belt de piloot [him calls the pilot], would cause a
clash between cues. This clash would most likely be solved by a choice of de piloot as actor,
due to the preferred mapping of hem as patient and the high cue strength of case inflection
(McDonald, 1986).
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In Japanese, case marking takes on the form of particles on the noun phrases (Miyagawa,
2019). The role of subject, topic and object are denoted by the particles ga (が), wa (は) and o
(を) respectively, as shown in example 1.
(1a)

(1b)

兄がセーターを買います.
Ani-ga
sētā-o
Brother+NOM(SUBJ)
sweater+ACC
‘The brother buys the sweater.’
少年は手紙を届けます
Shōnen-wa
tegami-o
Boy+TOP
letter+ACC
‘The boy delivers the letter.’

kaimasu.
buy

todokemasu.
deliver

Whereas o is shown to consistently and clearly fill the role of definitive object marker, the
difference between ga and wa is more subtle. Both particles are placed in the same spot in the
above examples, but they perform distinct functions. The particle ga marks the subject of the
sentence; the noun phrase that controls the verb phrase in the sentence. While wa marks the
noun phrase which acts as the topic of the sentence, that which the sentence is about (Uno,
2016). Above example 1b could therefore also be translated as ‘’Regarding the boy, he
delivers the letter”. Although both particles have distinctions that go much further than the
above-mentioned main distinction in more complex sentences (Wlodarczyk, 2005), for the
simple sentences used in the present study this distinction is plenty.
1.3.3 Animacy
The cue of animacy plays a bigger role for Japanese than for Dutch. However, the definition
of this cue is not as clear cut as might be originally thought. Animacy as a linguistic construct
could be regarded differently than the biological distinction between simply alive and notalive, as it is also tied to the agent-worthiness, and by extension topic-worthiness, of certain
words. Payne (1997) introduces a hierarchy of agent-worthiness, based on a survey involving
multiple languages that use pragmatics to distinguish an agent from a patient. In this hierarchy
the following order of agent-worthiness is shown: proper names > humans > non-human
animates > inanimates. Payne (1997) poses that language uses tend to topicalize animate
agents, as they are more likely to identify with these agents.
The presence of the characteristic of animacy as a cue for both languages means that
the (perceived) agent-worthiness of words plays a role in sentence processing. In Japanese,
the perceived animacy will influence the choice of nouns as agent or patient more heavily
than it does in Dutch. However, by modifying the topicality of certain nouns by using the
previously mentioned Japanese topic marker wa, the perceived animate qualities of nouns
may be adjusted, thereby influencing the process of agent-assignment without necessarily
causing conflict for the animacy cue. In Dutch, such manipulation does not appear to be
possible; the agent-worthiness hierarchy might be the only factor at play for the animacy cue
in this language, possibly explaining its lower influence within the competition model.
1.3.4 Word order
Finally, the cue of word order is present for both languages as well. In the same style as case
marking, there is a difference between the way these languages word order works. However,
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in simple sentences their configurations are quite straightforward. In Japanese, an SOV order
is most common and is used as baseline for the cue of word order. However, due to explicit
case marking of both subject an object in the Japanese language, it is not illogical for this cue
to hold the least strength.
In Dutch word order can vary quite greatly (McDonald, 1986), but in simple sentence
structures the SVO order is most commonly used. Due to the V2 word order Dutch is marked
as an SVO language. However, Dutch is also known to use other word orders such as SOV in
embedded clauses as well as VSO, OVS, VOS, and OVS order, although not all forms are
used frequently (De Vogelaer, 2007; McDonald, 1986). Despite this possible inconsistency in
word order, it is a more significant cue in Dutch than in Japanese.
1.4 The present study
The above-mentioned studies and information about Japanese and Dutch have shown that
although both languages differ on a surface level, there is an overlap in the cues present in the
languages. Additionally, the information provided by research about crosslinguistic priming
provides a basis to assume that structural priming is possible between these two languages.
The present study aims to combine these two concepts, and discover to what extent effects of
crosslinguistic priming occur with respect to cues, and provide information about a possible
relation between crosslinguistic influence and crosslinguistic priming. Additionally, the
research aims to discover whether there is an effect of L1 on the possibility to prime cue
strength, since it has been shown that both forward and backward cue transfer between
languages can occur. As such, the research question is twofold and formulated as follows: (1)
To what extent can the strength of specific cues of the competition model be
crosslinguistically primed, and (2) is this process influenced by the L1?
To investigate this, both Dutch learners of Japanese and Japanese learners of Dutch
were tested with a simple sentence comprehension task in which the cue of animacy was
manipulated and consistent case-marking and word order was used, in Japanese prime and
Dutch target sentences.
By presenting these bilinguals with Japanese prime sentences in which the animacy
cue is more prevalent, it is hypothesized that these sentences might be interpreted differently
based on the L1 of participants, as a result of forward cue transfer (MacWhinney, 1987b;
Morett & MacWhinney, 2013; Liu et al. 1992), providing more proof for the assumptions of
the competition model. It is expected that Dutch participants, when interpreting Japanese
prime sentences, will be more likely to ignore the cue of animacy and use other cues such as
word order and case marking to interpret a sentence (McDonald, 1986; Year 2003).
Regarding the interpretation of target sentences, it is hypothesized that, due to these
Japanese prime sentences, the cue of animacy will retain residual activation as demonstrated
in the shared syntax model (Hartsuiker et al., 2004), and therefore will also be considered
more important within the Dutch target, displaying effects of crosslinguistic priming (Kidd et
al., 2015; Pickering & Ferreira, 2008). In order to control for the possible presence of cue
transfer (MacWhinney, 1987b; Morett & MacWhinney, 2013), in the present study the L1 of
all participants will be taken into consideration once again. It is expected that L1 will affect
sentence processing and cue strength (MacWhinney, 1987b), as a result of cue transfer (Liu et
al, 1992; Skalicky & Chen, 2020; Wulfeck et al., 1986). Here, Japanese participants might be
affected by animacy cue strength when evaluating Dutch target sentences due to the higher
cue strength of animacy in their L1 and the use of the topic marker wa (Payne 1997; Sasaki &
MacWhinney, 2006).
By repeating verbs across both primes and targets, the present study utilizes a
meaning- and translation equivalence boost in order to more strongly facilitate any priming
effects (Schoonbaert et al., 2007; Van Gompel & Arai, 2018). The use of consistent word
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order is also expected to facilitate any priming effects (Kidd et al., 2005). Based on the
research of Salamoura and Williams (2007), it is expected that priming will occur, despite the
differences in script between both languages. Finally, it is expected that crosslinguistic
priming will occur, regardless of the difference in word order between both languages, as
supported by Chen et al. (2013).

2. Method
2.1 Participants
Participants were approached through an online request to fill in the questionnaire if they
were capable of speaking both Dutch and Japanese, regardless of their level of proficiency. A
total of 126 people responded to the call to participate in the experiment. However, after preprocessing the data, the data of only 28 participants was usable for the analysis. All
respondents were to provide information regarding their language background. The questions
used can be found in appendix A. Based on these answers, participants were excluded from
the study if they did not meet the following expectations: capable of speaking both Japanese
and Dutch, self-assessed score of at least 3 (on a scale of 1 to 10) both for reading and
comprehension of both Dutch and Japanese, and correct answers for at least 5 of the 8
comprehension questions scattered throughout the research material, as will be explained later
in this section. Based on these criteria 31 participants had to be removed from the research,
most of these were removed based on the fact that they did not speak both Japanese and
Dutch. An additional 67 participants had to be removed because they did not complete the full
online questionnaire.
All questions in the language background questionnaire were based on Marian,
Blumenfeld, and Kaushanskaya (2007) and Li, Sepanski, and Zhao (2006). A limited number
of questions was selected as this was deemed relevant for the current study as to garner
information about the proficiency of participants without risking fall-off from participants
because of the online nature of the questionnaire.
Of the 28 participant whose data was analysed, 14 participants identified as male and 14
as female. 18 participants had Dutch as L1 and were learners of Japanese, and 10 participants
had Japanese as L1 and were learners of Dutch. The mean age of all participants was 38.61
years (SD= 17.72, with the youngest participant being 16 years old and the eldest 72 years
old). All participant information is shown in Table 1.1
2.2 Stimuli
The experimental material contained Japanese and Dutch transitive sentences consisting of
two NPs and a verb. The verbs were selected based on animacy, where only verbs allowing
for inanimate object NPs, such as to drink and to open, were selected to be used for the
critical sentences. All sentences contained one animate noun and one inanimate noun. We
ensured that all nouns were equally divided over all sentences with a minimum appearance of
two times and a maximum appearance of three times throughout the sentences. A full list of
the nouns used in the experimental items can be found in appendix B, as well as a full
overview of all items in appendix C.
Participants were presented with 40 prime-target pairs, of which the prime sentence was
always in Japanese and the target sentence always in Dutch. In these sentences, the selected
nouns could vary in order, where the animate or inanimate noun could take either place before
or after the verb form, as shown in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.1.
Descriptives for participants utilised in the research. Asterisks indicate significant differences
between the Dutch L1 participants and the Japanese L1 participants. 1

Gender

Age*
Maximum age
Minimum age
Mean age of acquisition L2*
(Japanese or Dutch)
% Exposure to Dutch
% Use of Dutch*
Dutch reading skill*
Dutch comprehension skill*
Dutch speaking skill*
% Exposure to Japanese*
% Use of Japanese*
Japanese reading skill*
Japanese comprehension skill*
Japanese speaking skill*

Table 1.2

Total
(N = 28)
14 males
14 females
M
SD
38.61
17.72
72
18
20.61
8.60

M
31.00
71
18
17.67

SD
14.08

6.44

L1 Japanese
(N = 10)
2 males
8 females
M
SD
52.30
15.61
72
16
25.90
9.77

45.18
52.29
8.61
8.75
8.54
22.32
21.46
6.14
6.61
6.14

48.78
62.44
9.89
9.89
9.89
10.89
6.56
4.61
5.11
4.56

21.89
21.68
.32
.32
.32
7.78
6.79
2.25
2.19
2.31

38.70
34.00
6.30
6.70
6.10
42.90
48.30
8.90
9.30
9.00

23.64
26.56
2.36
2.15
2.27
24.05
27.60
3.02
2.78
2.95

L1 Dutch
(N = 18)
12 males
6 females

26.43
25.52
2.71
2.54
2.23
29.82
30.87
2.13
1.25
1.41

Overview of the four possible conditions for prime-target pairs

Condition
nr.

Prime

Target

1

Animate N1

Animate N1

Japanese (Prime)
兄はセーターを買います
Brother+TOP sweater+ACC buy

Dutch (Target)
De soldaat koopt de pen
The soldier buys the pen

The brother buys the sweater
2

Animate N1

Animate N2

兄はセーターを買います
Brother+TOP sweater+ACC buy

De pen koopt de soldaat
The pen buys the soldier

The brother buys the sweater
3

Animate N2

4

Animate N2

Animate N1

Animate N2

セーターは兄を買います
Sweater+TOP brother+ACC buy
The sweater buys the brother
セーターは兄を買います
Sweater+TOP brother+ACC buy

De soldaat koopt de pen
The soldier buys the pen
De pen koopt de soldaat
The pen buys the soldier

The sweater buys the brother

1

The percentages of exposure are based on an average day for participants. The measures Dutch reading skill, Dutch
comprehension skill, Dutch speaking skill, Japanese reading skill, Japanese comprehension skill, and Japanese speaking skill
are based on a ten-point scale, where 1 indicates very little skill and 10 indicates skill on L1 level. See also appendix A.
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Four configurations for prime-target sets were available, where the placement of the animate
noun could vary. In Japanese, the sentences have a NNV structure. The first noun is marked
with topic marker wa, and can be animate or inanimate. The same holds for the second noun,
marked with object marker o. In Dutch, sentences have a NVN structure. The same options
regarding animacy are present, but without the presence of explicit case markers. This
resulted in the four conditions shown in Table 1.2. The verb was always the same in the target
and prime, in order to facilitate the meaning-equivalence boost (Kidd et al., 2015;
Schoonbaert et al., 2007; van Gompel & Arai, 2018).
An additional 40 filler sentences were used in order to mask the intentions of the research.
The filler sentences consisted of the same construction as the sentences in the prime target
pairs, but contained verbs which allowed for both inanimate and animate objects, such as to
wash or to forget. A separate set of NPs was used for the fillers, with the same equal
distribution over the stimuli as for the prime-target sets. Half of the fillers were in Japanese
and the other half in Dutch. Additionally, eight comprehension questions were added
throughout the presented stimuli, to deter participants from continually providing the same
answer options and control for aberrant behaviour. Four of these questions were in Dutch and
four in Japanese. The comprehension questions always followed a filler question, as to not
disturb any priming effects.
In all Japanese primes, fillers, and comprehension questions the formal verb form was
used because Japanese language learners were expected to be more familiar with this form. In
Dutch it was ensured that only definite articles were used. Correctness of Japanese stimuli set
up by the researcher was guaranteed by having them checked by a professional DutchJapanese translator. The Dutch stimuli were created by the researcher, who is a native speaker
of the Dutch language.
Four randomized lists of items were created using Mix (van Casteren & Davis, 2006).
In these lists a maximum repetition of two prime-target pairs, a minimum distance of three
items between identical conditions and a maximum repetition of two items with identical
verbs was allowed. All lists started with two fillers. After randomization, the comprehension
questions were spread throughout the lists.
2.3 Procedures
Participants were presented with an online questionnaire in Qualtrics (Version April 2022;
Qualtrics 2022), which took about 15 minutes to complete. After being presented with an
informed consent form and general information regarding the questionnaire, they had to
answer questions about their language background as well as to provide their age and gender.
Participants were then presented with the full instructions, shown in appendix D.
In these instructions participants were informed of the way the questions would be presented
and were asked to complete all questions within one sitting. Participants were instructed to
answer the question ‘’who is performing the action presented?’’ for each sentence. They were
informed that the sentences presented might seem illogical or ungrammatical, and they were
encouraged to go with their initial feeling about their interpretation of the sentence as there
were no wrong answers.
Following these instructions, participants were provided with eight practice sentences.
These practice sentences consisted of four Dutch and four Japanese sentences in which a set
of unique verbs and NPs was used, which did not return in the experimental items.
After completing the practice sentences, participants were informed that the real
experimental items would start. Participants were equally assigned one of the four
randomized lists using the built-in randomizer tool of Qualtrics (Version April 2022;
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Qualtrics, 2005). The setup consisted of one sentence per segment of the questionnaire,
visible in Figure 2.1 and 2.2. Upon selecting an answer, the questionnaire would
automatically advance to the next question, prompting the same action as before. Participants
were not allowed to return to previous questions. Once the questionnaire was completed,
participants were thanked for their time and encouraged to share the questionnaire with others
who spoke both Japanese and Dutch.

Figure 2.1. A Japanese sentence as presented during the online questionnaire

Figure 2.2. A Dutch sentence as presented during the online questionnaire

2.4 Analysis
After eight weeks of testing the questionnaire was closed, and data was converted to a
statistically controllable state using Excel. Here answers were coded using 0 and 1, where 1
meant participants selected the noun first presented in a sentence as agent, and 0 meant they
selected the second noun.
The converted data was analysed using both IBM SPSS Statistics (Version 27) and Rstudio (R Studio Team, 2020). The data was analysed in multiple ways, using different
variables.
In the first analysis, it was researched whether participants were more likely to choose
either the first or second noun in the Japanese prime sentences. This was done because of the
current research set up, in which solely the judgment of the Japanese sentences already
provides knowledge regarding the presence of cue transfer within participants.
In a second analysis, noun choice was tested for all four conditions, combining results for
both prime and target sentences. This was done using a Repeated Measures ANOVA. This
analysis was performed in order to confirm the presence of any priming effects and control
for behaviour of all participants on both the prime and target conditions and additionally
confirm that the research was set up correctly. This analysis provided an initial answer to the
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main research question of whether or not priming the strength of specific cues in a
crosslinguistic setting was possible.
In the third analysis a Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA was performed, both for
primes and targets separately. However, here L1 was added as between-subject factor, in
order to control for any effects of L1 on possible priming effects, providing an answer for the
second half of the research question of this paper.
Finally, a mixed-effects logistic regression analysis was used in order to test for any
effects of prime answers, rather than conditions, on target answers. This data was analysed
using R-Studio, version 4.0.2 (RStudio Team, 2020). The lme4 package (Bates, Mächler,
Bolker & Walker, 2015) was used to fit a mixed logit model to the data.

3. Results
3.1 General descriptives
The results are based on 2240 sentence interpretations (28 participants gave their
interpretation of 40 prime-target pairs). Descriptive statistics are calculated based on noun
choice in NVN sentences (Dutch) and NNV sentences (Japanese), where a choice for the first
noun is coded as 1, and a choice for the second noun as 0. Descriptives for the interpretations
of both the prime sentences (Japanese) and the target sentences (Dutch) over all conditions are
shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1.

Descriptives for all conditions for prime and target sentences: proportions of first noun choices.

Conditions
Prime
Target
Animate N1
Animate N1
Animate N1
Animate N2
Animate N2
Animate N1
Animate N2
Animate N2

Prime sentences (Japanese)
Mean
SD
.964
.049
.979
.042
.729
.364
.732
.392

Target sentences (Dutch)
Mean
SD
.996
.019
.596
.442
.971
.066
.625
.423

It can be observed that for all Japanese primes in the animate N1 sentences the first noun is
nearly always indicated as agent by the participants. In the animate N2 sentences this is still
the case, however, the mean scores are less close to 1.00 than for animate N1 sentences and
the data is relatively dispersed in relation to the mean. Additionally, the information in the
table shows that for the Dutch target sentences in the animate N1 sentences the first noun is
also chosen nearly all the time. However, for the animate N2 sentences, there appears to be
quite some conflict between the choice for first or second noun as agent, with mean scores
that lay further from 1.00 than other scores.
3.2 L1 descriptives
In the present study, it was tested whether there was an effect of L1 on noun choice in
both primes and targets. However, it should be noted that the participant groups are rather
small, therefore effects would need to be strong in order to be statistically significant. As
such, non-significant results will be depicted as well in order to provide information about
notable patterns in the data.
Table 2.2 displays the mean noun choice and standard deviations of each combination
of the two L1 groups and conditions, for both prime and target sentences. The data shows that
within the Japanese primes there is a difference in judgment on the animate N2 sentences
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between the L1 Japanese and L1 Dutch groups: where L1 Japanese participants more often
lean towards the choice for the second noun. Judgement on the animate N1 primes is
relatively consistent between both language groups. In the Dutch target sentences the animate
N1 sentences are once again judged relatively consistently. Animate N2 sentences, however,
show major differences between the mean judgement scores between both groups. Japanese
L1 speakers more often choose the second noun as agent rather than the first noun, shown by
a mean score below .500.
Table 2.2

Descriptives of the proportions of first noun choice per L1 group per condition

Prime sentences (Japanese)
Conditions
Prime
Target
Animate N1
Animate N1
Animate N1
Animate N2
Animate N2
Animate N1
Animate N2
Animate N2

L1 Japanese
Mean
SD
.970
.048
.980
.042
.610
.448
.610
.458

Target sentences (Dutch)

L1 Dutch
Mean
SD
.961
.050
.978
.043
.794
.302
.800
.345

L1 Japanese
Mean
SD
.990
.032
.370
.440
.950
.097
.400
.478

L1 Dutch
Mean
SD
1.00
.000
.722
.401
.983
.038
.750
.342

3.3 Analysis of Japanese prime sentence interpretations
The influence of L1 on the choice for first or second noun as agent was studied by conducting
a Two-Way Repeated Measures ANOVA, with L1 (Japanese or Dutch) as between-subjects
factor, animacy condition (animate N1 or animate N2) as within-subjects factor, and the
dependent variable noun choice. For all data all assumptions were met since observations
were independent, the ANOVA measurement is robust against violations of normal
distribution and sphericity was met due to the fact that only two levels of repeated measures
were present.
Table 2.3 displays the results from the Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA,
specifically for the mean answer scores of all participants on the prime sentences. This
provides information about the effects and interactions of animacy condition and L1 on the
choice of noun as agent in prime sentences. This data provides insight into the possible
presence of cue transfer and gives relevant information for the assumptions of the competition
model.
Table 2.3.

Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA results for the mean scores per participant on all prime
sentences.

Effect
Animacy condition
L1
Animacy condition × L1

df
1, 26
1, 26
1, 26

F ratio
14.859
1.396
1.913

p
<.001
.248
.178

η2 p
.364
.948
.069

The Repeated Measures ANOVA results displayed in Table 2.3 show that there was a
statistically significant main effect of animacy condition on noun choice with p = < .001. This
indicates that prime sentences with an animate first noun (M = .971, SD = .006) were
interpreted significantly differently than prime sentences with an inanimate first noun (M
= .730, SD = .071). The noun choices in the prime sentences showed no significant main
effect of L1, with p = .248. This indicates that L1 did not have a statistically significant effect
on the proportions of first noun choice in the Japanese prime sentences. Additionally, no
significant interaction effects of L1 with the animacy condition were found, with p = .178.
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However, when looking at the visualization of the interaction effect between L1 and animacy
condition, an interesting pattern appears, as shown in Figure 3. Due to the lack of
significance, these results should only be taken as an indication of an emerging pattern.

Figure 3. The non-significant interaction effect between L1 and prime condition

Figure 3 displays that Japanese L1 participants show a bigger difference in noun choice on the
animacy conditions than the Dutch L1 participants. This observation is also supported by the
information in Table 2.2, in which it can be seen that Japanese L1 participants appear to be
more likely to choose the second noun in the animate N2 condition (M = .610, SD = .451)
than Dutch L1 participants on the animate N2 condition (M = .797, SD = .320). This indicates
that Japanese L1 participants more often chose the animate noun in both conditions, than the
Dutch L1 participants. For the animate N1 conditions, Japanese L1 participants mean first
noun choice (M = .975, SD = .026), did not differ greatly from the scores of Dutch L1
participants (M = .969, SD = .035), this pattern is in accordance with expectance, since the
cues are not in conflict within these prime sentences.
This difference might not have proven to be statistically significant because of a lack
of power of the small participant groups. As such, this finding could act as a preliminary
observation, used to motivate further research.
3.4 Analysis of Dutch target sentence interpretations
The influence of L1 on the choice for first or second noun as agent was studied by conducting
a Two-Way Repeated Measures ANOVA, with L1 (Japanese or Dutch) as between-subjects
factor, prime condition (animate N1 or animate N2) and target condition (animate N1 or
animate N2) as within-subjects factor, and the dependent variable noun choice. For all data all
assumptions were met. The results are displayed in Table 2.4. There was a statistically
significant main effect of target condition on noun choice, with p = < .001. This indicates that
target sentences with an animate N1 (M = .984, SD = .006) were interpreted significantly
different from target sentences with an inanimate first noun (M = .611, SD = .081).
Additionally, a significant main effect of L1 was found, with p = .025. This indicates that
target sentences were interpreted significantly differently by Japanese participants (M = .678,
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SD = .063) than by Dutch participants(M = .864, SD = .047), where Japanese participants
more often chose for the second noun as agent than Dutch participants.
Furthermore, a statistically significant interaction effect was shown between the effects of
the prime condition and the target condition with p = .036. This indicates that the effect on
noun choice in the target conditions is influenced by the prime conditions. This effect is
shown in Figure 4, where it can be seen that the choice of noun in the target sentences is
influenced by the conditions of the prime sentences presented before the target sentences: a
sensitivity to animacy was activated by prime sentences and retained in the interpretation of
target sentences.
Table 2.4.

Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA results for the mean scores per participant on all target
sentences.

Effect
Prime condition
Target condition
L1
Prime condition × Target condition
Prime condition × L1
Target condition × L1
Prime condition × Target condition× L1

df
1, 26
1, 26
1, 26
1, 26
1, 26
1, 26
1, 26

F ratio
0.001
27.370
5.654
4.915
0.183
4.204
0.245

p
.982
<.001
.025
.036
.672
.051
.625

η2 p
.000
.513
.179
.159
.007
.139
.009

Figure 4. An interaction effect between the prime and target conditions

A statistically significant interaction effect between L1 and the target conditions on noun
choice in target sentences was not found, with p = .051. However, this result was nearly
significant, and the lack of statistically significant results could be due to the small participant
groups. The result is visualised in Figure 5, and provides a hint towards the idea that the
choice for nouns in the target sentences was influenced by an interaction between target
condition and L1, and could be used as an observation used to support further research.
Strikingly, the visualisation in Figure 5 shows the same pattern as Figure 3: Japanese
participants appear to judge the two conditions more differently than Dutch participants. This
is also visible in Table 2.4 where it can be seen that Japanese L1 speakers more often choose
for the second noun in animate N2 target sentences (M = .385, SD = .457) than Dutch L1
speakers (M = .736, SD = .368). Within the animate N1 target sentence condition, there was
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only a slight difference between Japanese L1 participants (M = .970, SD = .048) and Dutch L1
participants (M = .992, SD = .0192).

Figure 5. The non-significant interaction effect between L1 and target condition

Finally, no significant interaction between prime condition, target condition and L1 was
found, with p = .625. This indicates that the observed priming effects were present in both
Japanese L1 speakers and Dutch L1 speakers and were not dependent on L1.
3.5 Mixed-effects logistic regression model
To check to what extent the actual responses on the prime sentences influenced responses on
the targets, a mixed-effects logistic regression model was run in R 4.0.2, with random effects
for participants and items, and 'response to primes' and target condition as fixed effects. This
analysis did not reveal any significant effects of prime response. Thus, the priming effects
were based on the prime condition, and not on the response to the primes.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
The present study aimed to gain information about the possibilities of combining the effects
of structural priming with the processing of cues from the competition model. By
manipulating the animacy cue in Japanese prime sentences and Dutch target sentences, it was
attempted to prime a higher strength of the animacy cue in the Dutch language, where this cue
holds less strength. The research question of the present study was formulated as follows: (1)
To what extent can the strength of specific cues of the competition model be
crosslinguistically primed, and (2) is this process influenced by the L1?
Participants filled out an online questionnaire, in which they were to assign agentivity
to one of the two nouns in simple sentences in both Japanese (NNV structure) and Dutch
(NVN structure). Animacy was manipulated by using transitive verbs that required inanimate
objects, and using both an animate and inanimate noun, which could swap places in the NNV
and NVN sentences. The prime sentences in the experiment were Japanese, a language in
which animacy holds a high cue strength and topics can be explicitly marked. In doing so, it
was expected that the animacy cue would be activated within the shared-syntax model of
participants, and residual activation of the cue would remain, causing participants to hold a
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higher cue strength for animacy in comprehending Dutch sentences, where this cue normally
holds less strength. Additionally, by using both Japanese learners of Dutch and Dutch learners
of Japanese, the present study aimed to gain further information about the influence of L1 on
the (possible) priming of specific cue strengths.
The results showed five main findings. First, it was found that in the Japanese
sentences, a significant main effect of animacy condition on noun choice was present. Second,
a possible influence of cue transfer from L1 to L2 for Dutch participants was suggested.
Thirdly, it was shown that the interpretation of the Dutch target sentences was influenced both
by the animacy condition of the target sentences as well as the prime sentences:
crosslinguistic priming is shown to occur. Fourthly, results suggested that an effect of L1 was
present as cue transfer appeared to occur, generating the idea that crosslinguistic priming is an
underlying mechanism of crosslinguistic influence. Finally, the results showed that the
priming effects observed occurred on the basis of the prime and target animacy conditions,
rather than the actual response to the primes.
The first finding was analysed by examining the noun choices solely on the prime
sentences, in which a significant main effect of animacy condition on noun choice was found.
This indicates that Japanese sentences were judged differently based on the placement of the
animate noun, where participants were more likely to choose the animate noun on both
occasions, even though other cues such as case marking and word order denoted the other
noun as agent.
The second finding suggested that a difference in judgement of agentive noun in
Japanese sentences between the Dutch L1 and Japanese L1 group does appear to be present,
where Dutch L1 participants were more likely to ignore animacy and still choose the first verb
as agent. This is in line with Dutch processing of sentences, where the animacy cue holds the
least strength: as such, cue transfer does appear to be present and therefore deliberately
activated in the current research. However, it should be noted that results were not statistically
significant and the data only showed emerging patterns towards this assumption. This
observed pattern of a possible influence of L1 on the noun choices in prime sentences is in
line with the hypothesis that cue transfer from Dutch L1 participants to the Japanese primes
might be present, as expected from the research of MacWhinney (1987b), Morrett and
MacWhinney (2013), and Liu et al. (1992). The lack of statistically significant L1 influence
for Dutch participants on noun choices in primes could be due to the small size of the research
group, as only 10 Japanese L1 participants were able to take part in the research. As such, the
power of statistical analysis decreased, and a limitation of the present study is exposed.
These findings confirm the importance of the animacy cue in the Japanese language,
even displaying that the animacy cue can hold a higher strength than the case marking cue,
since there was a statistically significant difference between the choice for the first noun in
animate N1 sentences, where the animate noun came first and was case-marked as the topic,
and the choice for the first noun in animate N2 sentences, where the animate noun came
second and was case-marked as the object. It furthermore confirms that both participant
groups were able to identify and be influenced by manipulations of the animacy cue, in line
with the findings of Bates et al. (1984) for cue manipulation and confirming the general
hypothesis that cue strength can be manipulated within one language. Additionally, it displays
hints of an effect of cue transfer for Dutch L1 participants, where they utilise Dutch cues in
the processing of Japanese sentences (MacWhinney, 1987; Morett & MacWhinney, 2013; Liu
et al. 1992). However, this last finding mainly functions as a suggestion for further research
since the power of statistical tests was lacking.
The third finding is shown when examining the noun choices in the target sentences. It
was observed that there was a statistically significant main effect of target condition on noun
choice. This indicates that target sentences were judged differently based on the placement of
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the animate noun, where participants were more likely to choose the animate noun on both
occasions, even though other cues such as case marking and word order denoted the other
noun as agent. This shows that the manipulation of animacy in these Dutch sentences has an
effect on participants. In Dutch, this finding is already remarkable since the cue order in this
language is Case inflection > Word order > Animacy (McDonald, 1986; Year 2003). Despite
this, in the animate N2 sentences where both case inflection and word order (NVN structure)
pointed to the first noun as agent and only animacy was in conflict, participants more often
denoted the second, animate, noun as agent than in the animate N1 sentences where case
inflection, word order and animacy were not in conflict.
More importantly, further analysis of the data confirmed that there was a statistically
significant interaction effect between the condition of the primes and the condition of the
targets, confirming that the significantly different interpretation of animate N1 and animate
N2 Dutch sentences, where only the animacy condition was manipulated, was influenced by
the animacy conditions of the prime sentences. Looking at the results, these findings indicate
that a higher strength of the animacy cue in the Dutch language was primed crosslinguistically
within participants after reading Japanese sentences in which the cue already holds a higher
strength. After being presented with Japanese primes, a sensitivity to animacy was activated
within participants, which remained due to residual activation as proposed in the sharedsyntax model (Hartsuiker et al., 2004). This residual activation remained present in the
interpretation of Dutch target sentences, resulting in crosslinguistic priming (Kidd et al.,
2015; Pickering & Ferreira, 2008). Specifically, these results provide an answer to the first
half of the research question, confirming the hypothesis that it indeed is possible to prime the
strength of specific cues of the competition model in crosslinguistic priming. This priming
effect occurs despite the differences in script between both languages, in line with the
research of Salamoura and Williams (2007). Additionally, it was shown that these priming
effects occurred despite the presence of a difference in word order between the languages.
This is in line with the assumption based on the research of Chen et al. (2013).
The fourth finding was discovered by conducting a further analysis of the data that
also observed the effects of L1 on the proportions of first noun choice on the target sentences,
which showed a nearly statistically significant interaction effect between target condition and
L1. The lack of statistical significance could once again be explained by the relatively small
size of the Japanese L1 group. However, some indication of a meaning could be tied to this
finding. It was shown that Japanese L1 speakers more often chose for the second noun in
animate N2 target sentences than Dutch L1 speakers. As such, this finding shows that cue
transfer occurs, as Japanese L1 participants utilised the cues from their L1 in the
interpretation of sentences in their L2 (Liu et al, 1992; Skalicky & Chen, 2020; Wulfeck et al.,
1986). Combining this finding with the previously discussed information that crosslinguistic
priming has been observed to be present for the interpretation of Dutch target sentences,
means that this study provides ground for the assumption that priming and crosslinguistic
influence (cue transfer) share a connection. It could be assumed that the observed cue transfer
occurs as a result of the priming effects present in the study; meaning that the relation
between the observed crosslinguistic priming and cue transfer is that priming is an underlying
mechanism of crosslinguistic influence. This assumption has already been explored by
previous research (see Kootstra & Şahin, 2018; Serratrice, 2016), but could be explored
further in future research, specifically in relation to the competition model. This finding
provides an answer to the second half of the research question by confirming that an influence
of L1 does indeed appear to be present in the extent to which specific cue strength can be
crosslinguistically primed. Crosslinguistic priming occurs as an underlying mechanism of cue
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transfer, a process that is dependent on the L1 of participants (MacWhinney, 1987b; Morett &
MacWhinney, 2013).
The present study provides a foundation for the assumption that the shared-syntax
model is present for cues, where residual activation can indeed be utilised to prime sentence
comprehension crosslinguistically. Additionally, it provides a basis for the assumption that
priming serves a function as an underlying mechanism of crosslinguistic influence. However,
it is worthwhile to mention that these assumptions are based on only nearly significant results,
and thus should be further analysed in future research.
Finally, for the fifth finding, the data was analysed in order to determine whether there
was an effect of noun choice in the prime condition on noun choice in the target condition.
Significant effects of prime response were not found. Thus, it can be deduced that all priming
in the experiment occurred subconsciously and on the basis of prime and target conditions
rather than actual response to the primes.
A major limitation of the present study that has already been mentioned is the
relatively small participant group. Because of the small participant group, statistical analyses
held little power and results might not be completely representative of the target group. Due
to the need for participants to be able to speak both Dutch and Japanese, the participant pool
was already relatively small. However, a large part of participants did not complete the online
questionnaire. Strikingly, the largest part of participants ceased their participation in the
research once they were presented with the questions about their language background, which
was presented before the complete explanation of the experiment and the experimental items.
Therefore, it might be advisable for future studies to consider putting questions about
participants background after the experimental trial. Even though all information is important,
the language background questions might have come off as daunting to participants and
caused them to turn away from the research. Additionally, it could be considered whether or
not the use of an online questionnaire is advisable in priming research, as outside factors
cannot be manipulated. Most priming research, such as the studies of Branigan et al. (2005),
van Gompel et al. (2006) and Schoonbaert et al. (2007), is conducted by bringing participants
into an experimental environment. Although this could limit the achievable number of
participants, it is a possibility to seriously consider, especially when looking at the limited
number of participants that were capable of completing this online research questionnaire.
An additional limitation in the same scope of procedures and materials used in other
priming research is that, due to the possibilities of the present studies, participants in this
research had to denote agents based on sentences and their own mental representations, rather
than picture selection tasks as were used in priming research such as Schoonbaert et al. (2007)
and Kidd et al. (2015). This is because the present research structure was based on classical
competition model research as used in Liu et al (1992) and Li and MacWhinney (2013).
However, combining the two concepts could also be considered to call for a combination of
testing methods for these concepts. In the present study it was chosen to utilise the
competition model research setup, informed by research of Nieuwland and van Berkum
(2006). In Nieuwland and van Berkum (2006), an EEG experiment showed that participants
react differently to discourse embedded animacy. When inanimate objects are presented as
capable of animate acts through context, participants were able to process sentences without
any disturbance. Thus, context is capable of overruling local lexical-semantic violations
(Nieuwland & van Berkun, 2006). As such, using pictures did not appear to be a feasible task
in the current experiment, as it would provide a context in which animate acts by inanimate
agents are feasible, removing any competition of the animacy with other cues. Even so, future
research on the combination of the competition model and structural priming might take the
difference in testing methods more strongly into consideration and develop a research
structure that focuses on both possibilities, or a new combination of both.
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Furthermore, a limitation specific to this research is the use of the Japanese script. As
previously mentioned, the Japanese language uses multiple scripts, which can alternate among
each other. An important script within the Japanese language is kanji, which is a logographic
script in which a singular character is related to a singular lemma, such as 兄 [brother]. The
present study operated on the assumption that participants would be capable of reading simple
sentence structures using these kanji nouns without trouble. However, if the study is to be
recreated the use of furigana might be advisable. Furigana is a reading aid that presents
smaller hiragana or katakana script above kanji, providing less experienced readers with a
way to still interpret the unknown character. Due to the nature of Qualtrics (Version April
2022; Qualtrics, 2005), the program used to handle the questionnaire, the use of furigana was
not available in the present study, possibly affecting the results at it is uncertain whether all
participants were able to correctly recognise all logographic characters and thus identify their
animatic traits.
A more general limitation of the present study is that long-lasting priming effects were
not taken into account. Previous research has shown that priming effects can last beyond the
scope of a following sentence, and can be long-lasting (Nitschke, Kidd, & Serratrice, 2010).
In the research of Nitschke et al. (2010), it was even shown that these long-lasting priming
effects were present when there was verb overlap between prime and target. As such, the
present study could be expanded upon by testing for long-lasting priming of cue strength as
well. However, since the conduction of post-tests as well was beyond the scope of this study,
this limitation could also be considered as a recommendation for further research.
Another interesting point for future research could be expanding the procedure by,
instead of letting participants select either noun as agent, and using a binary measurement,
using sliders between the two nouns in order for participants to indicate which noun they
deem as more agentive in relation to the other noun. In doing so, more detailed results could
be gathered and a possible influence of more or less animate characteristics of nouns could be
analysed and taken into account.
Furthermore, the possibilities of priming cue strength not only on simple sentence
structures, but on more complex structures such as relative clauses could be tested. Previous
research, such as Kidd et al. (2015), has shown that sentence comprehension can be primed
crosslinguistically over such complex structures. As such, researching whether or not cue
strength can be primed across these structures would provide additional insight into the
possibilities of mapping the competition model to the shared-syntax model and whether or not
it is limited to simple sentences or can be expanded to larger representations of language.
Such research could also investigate whether or not the currently utilised effect of translationand meaning-equivalence boost is necessary in order to prime cue strength crosslinguistically,
in order to confirm the strong overlap with the assumptions of the shared-syntax model
(Hartsuiker et al. 2004).
Finally, another interesting aspect that fell outside the scope of the present study is the
influence of other factors on the extent to which cue transfer can be primed
crosslinguistically. In the present study it was chosen to focus on L1, as this aspect had
already been researched previously and thus held enough ground for an assumption of
influence of this factor. However, other language background factors such as other languages
spoken, reading skill and exposure to both languages could be taken into account in further
research, especially considering the preliminary finding displayed in Table 1.1 that nearly all
language background properties, with the exception of % Exposure to Dutch, differed
significantly between subject groups. To support this idea for future research, a preliminary
analysis was performed on the effect of (self-evaluated) comprehension skill of Dutch on the
observed interaction between prime and target condition. Figure 6 presents the findings,
showing that within the animate N2 target sentences, participants with a higher
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comprehension skill were less likely to be primed for cue transfer. This is in line with the
shortly mentioned influence of proficiency in Liu et al. (1992), where early (and thus
proficient) bilinguals did not show forward cue transfer. Due to the small data set and the
limits of the present study, this preliminary analysis should be taken only lightly and used not
as a definitive result, but a motivator for further research.

Figure 6. The effect of self-assessed comprehension skill on target response per target
condition per prime condition

In conclusion, the present study has shown that the cue of animacy can be manipulated within
both the Japanese and Dutch language. More importantly, in line with expectations, it was
shown that the cue strengths could be primed crosslinguistically, and thus that the competition
models’ cues and the concept of structural priming could be combined. This was shown to
occur, regardless of the difference in script or word order of the understudied language
combination of Japanese and Dutch. Furthermore, an effect of L1 appeared to be present in
the data due to the apparent presence of cue transfer, providing information about the
relationship between crosslinguistic influence and crosslinguistic priming and grounds for
further research into this relationship. Finally, results showed that this influence dependent on
subconscious priming based on conditions, rather than answers on prime and target
conditions.
Although results held little power, due to small participant groups, the present study
provides valuable information for the combination of two critical concepts in
psycholinguistics and an insight into an understudied language combination. As well as
providing information for the role of L1 in this combination of these concepts. Even though
the present study could be expanded upon in the future by taking into account structural
priming testing methods, more complex sentence constructions and long-lasting priming
effects, it has shown that crosslinguistic priming stretches beyond the borders of sentence
comprehension, and could be combined with other language processing theories.
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Appendix A. Questions (language) background
A list of questions was generated in order to gain some information about the (language)
background of participants. The questions in this list are based on Marian, Blumenfeld, and
Kaushanskaya (2007) and Li, Sepanski and Zhao (2006). From question 4 onwards,
participants were only shown as many answer options as languages they had selected in
question 3.
1.

Wat is uw gender?
あなたの性別は何ですか
Man / 男性

Anders, namelijk: / そうでなければ、すなわち

Vrouw / 女性

Dit deel ik liever niet / この情報を共有したくない

2.

Wat is uw leeftijd in jaren?
あなたは何歳ですか (年)

3.

Hoeveel talen beheerst u?
いくつの言語をマスターしますか
1
2

3
4

5
6 of meer / 6 以上

4.
Vermeld alle talen die u beheerst in volgorde van dominantie, met uw meest dominante taal
eerst (begin dus met uw moedertaal).
LET OP: u mag alleen aan het onderzoek meedoen als u het Nederlands én het Japans beheerst.
習得するすべての言語を優勢の順にリストし、最も優勢な言語を最初にリストしてください
（母国語から始めてください）。
注意：オランダ語と日本語の両方を知っている場合にのみ、調査に参加できます。
Taal 1 (Meest dominante taal) /
一番目の言語（最も支配的な言語）
Taal 2 / 二番目の言語
Taal 3 / 三番目の言語
Taal 4 / 四番目の言語
Taal 5 / 五番目の言語

Overige talen (Noem ze allemaal) / 他の言語
（それらすべてを提供してください）
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5.
Geef van elk van de door u in vraag 4 genoemde talen aan op welke leeftijd (in jaren) u deze
taal bent begonnen te leren.
質問 4 で言及した各言語について、この言語を学び始めた年齢(年)を示してください。
Taal 1 (Meest dominante taal) /
一番目の言語（最も支配的な言語）
Taal 2 / 二番目の言語
Taal 3 / 三番目の言語
Taal 4 / 四番目の言語
Taal 5 / 五番目の言語
Overige talen / 他の言語
6.
Denk aan een gemiddelde dag. Welk percentage van de tijd bent u blootgesteld aan (lezen,
luisteren) elke taal die u bij vraag 4 genoemd heeft?
Het totaal moet gelijk zijn aan 100%.
平均的な一日を考えてみてください。 質問 4 で言及した各言語に、何パーセントの時間に
（読んだり、聞いたり）さらされていますか 。合計は 100％に等しくなければなりません。
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7.
Denk aan een gemiddelde dag. Welk percentage van de tijd maakt u zelf gebruik van
(schrijven, spreken) elke taal die u in vraag 4 genoemd heeft?
Het totaal moet gelijk zijn aan 100%.
平均的な一日を考えてみてください。 質問 4 で言及した各言語を個人的に使用（書いた
り、話したり）時間の何パーセントですか。合計は 100％に等しくなければなりません。

8.
Selecteer op een schaal van een tot tien uw vaardigheidsniveau in het spreken van alle door u
genoemde talen bij vraag 4 met de sliders.
1 = geen vaardigheid, 10 = vaardigheid op moedertaalniveau
スライダーを使用して、質問 4 で言及したすべての言語を話す能力のレベルを 1 から 10 の
スケールで選択してください。

1 =習熟度なし、10=母国語レベルの習熟度
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9.
Selecteer op een schaal van een tot tien uw vaardigheidsniveau in het lezen van alle door u
genoemde talen bij vraag 4 met de sliders.
1 = geen vaardigheid, 10 = vaardigheid op moedertaalniveau
スライダーを使用して、質問 4 で言及したすべての言語を読む能力のレベルを 1 から 10 の
スケールで選択してください。

1 =習熟度なし、10=母国語レベルの習熟度

10.
Selecteer op een schaal van een tot tien uw vaardigheidsniveau in het begrijpen van alle door
u genoemde talen bij vraag 4 met de sliders.
1 = geen vaardigheid, 10 = vaardigheid op moedertaalniveau
スライダーを使用して、質問 4 で言及したすべての言語を理解する能力のレベルを 1 から
10 のスケールで選択してください。

1 =習熟度なし、10=母国語レベルの習熟度
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Appendix B. Experimental item nouns
For the experimental items, both animate and inanimate nouns were used. It was ensured that
all nouns occurred at least 2 times and at maximum 3 times throughout all critical
experimental items.
Animate nouns

Inanimate nouns
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Appendix C. All experimental items
During the experiment, participants were subjected to critical items (prime target pairs), filler items and practice items. Below all items are
presented.
All prime target pairs contained verbs that demanded an inanimate object. All primes were Japanese and could be animate N1 (with the
animate noun as the first noun) or animate N2 (with the animate noun as the second noun); the same held true for all target sentences, which were
in Dutch. The randomized lists decided which conditions, and thus which prime target pair conditions (e.g. animate N1 – animate N2) were
shown to participants.
The fillers contained verbs that could have both only inanimate or animate, as well as both animate and inanimate objects. The fillers
contained nouns that were not used in any of the critical items.
The practice sentences contained a unique set of nouns and verbs that were not used elsewhere. Half of the practice sentences was in Japanese
and half in Dutch.

C.1 Critical Items
Animate N1 Prime Sentences
Haha wa kēki o yakimasu
母はケーキをやきます
(The mother bakes the cake)

Animate N2 Prime Sentences
Kēki wa haha o yakimasu
ケーキは母をやきます
(The cake bakes the mother)

Shōnen wa tegami o todokemasu
少年は手紙を届けます
(The boy delivers the letter)

Tegami wa shōnen o todokemasu
手紙は少年を届けます
(The letter delivers the boy)

Gakusei wa mizu o nomimasu
学生は水を飲みます
(The student drinks the water)
Imōto wa ie o akemasu
妹は家を開けます
(The sister opens the house)

Mizu wa gakusei o nomimasu
水は学生を飲みます
(The water drinks the student)
Ie wa Imōto o akemasu
家は妹を妹は家を開けます
(The house opens the sister)

Animate N1 Target Sentences

Animate N2 Target Sentences

Het meisje bakt een taart
(The girl bakes the pie)

Een taart bakt het meisje
(The pie bakes the girl)

De leraar bezorgt het pakket
Het pakket bezorgt de leraar
(The teacher delivers the package) (The package delivers the teacher)
De tante drinkt de wijn
(The aunt drinks the wine)

De wijn drinkt de tante
(The wine drinks the aunt)

De boer opent de auto
(The farmer opens the car)

De auto opent de boer
(The car opens the farmer)
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Ani wa sētā o kaimasu
兄はセーターを買います
(The brother buys the sweater)
Chichi wa hon o yomimasu
父は本を読みます
(The father reads the book)
Isha wa bōshi o karimasu
医者は帽子を借ります
(The doctor borrows the cap)

Sētā wa ani o kaimasu
セーターは兄を買います
(The sweater buys the brother)
Hon wa chichi o yomimasu 本は
父を読みます
(The book reads the father)
Bōshi wa isha o karimasu
帽子は医者を借ります
(The cap borrows the doctor)

De soldaat koopt de pen
(The soldier buys the pen)

De pen koopt de soldaat
(The pen buys the soldier)

De buurvrouw leest het tijdschrift
(The female neighbour reads the
magazine)

Het tijdschrift leest de buurvrouw
(The magazine reads the female
neighbour)

De vriend leent de jurk
(The friend borrows the dress)

De jurk leent de vriend
(The dress borrows the friend)

Kashu wa jitensha o shūri shimasu Jitensha wa kashu o shūri shimasu
歌手は自転車を修理します
自転車は歌手を修理します
(The singer repairs the bike)
(The bike repairs the singer)

De clown repareert de computer
(The clown repairs the computer)

De computer repareert de clown
(The computer repairs the clown)

De priester spaart het geld
(The priest collects the money)

Het geld spaart de priester
(The money collects the priest)

Het kind steelt het snoep
(The child steals the candy)

Het snoep steelt het kind
(The candy steals the child)

De leraar bakt het koekje
(The teacher bakes the cookie)

Het koekje bakt de leraar
(The cookie bakes the teacher)

De priester bezorgt het boek
(The priest delivers the book)

Het boek bezorgt de priester
(The book delivers the priest)

De soldaat drinkt het bier
(The soldier drinks the beer)

Het bier drinkt de soldaat
(The beer drinks the soldier)

Daijin wa kitte o atsumemasu
大臣は切手を集めます
(The minister collects the stamp)

Kitte wa daijin o atsumemasu
切手は大臣を集めます
(The stamp collects the minister)

Oji wa tokei o nusumimasu
おじは時計を盗みます
(The uncle steals the watch)
Oji wa pan o yakimasu
おじはパンをやきます
(The uncle bakes the bread)
Chichi wa wain o todokemasu
父はワインを届けます
(The father delivers the wine)
Ani wa soda o nomimasu
兄はソーダを飲みます
(The brother drinks the soda)

Tokei wa oji o nusumimasu
時計はおじを盗みます
(The watch steals the uncle)
Pan wa oji o yakimasu
パンはおじをやきます
(The bread bakes the uncle)
Wain wa chichi o todokemasu
ワインは父を届けます
(The wine delivers the father)
Soda wa ani o nomimasu
ソーダは兄を飲みます
(The soda drinks the brother)
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Gakusei wa tokei o akemasu
Tokei wa gakusei o akemasu
学生は時計を妹は家を開けます 時計は学生を妹は家を開けます
(The student opens the watch)
(The watch opens the student)

De clown opent de brief
(The clown opens the letter)

De brief opent de clown
(The letter opens the clown)

De zus koopt de pet
(The sister buys the cap)

De pet koopt de zus
(The cap buys the sister)

De jongen leest het script
(The boy reads the script)

Het script leest de jongen
(The script reads the boy)

De zus leent de pen
(The sister borrows the pen)

De pen leent de zus
(The pen borrows the sister)

Kashu wa ie o kaimasu
歌手は家を買います
(The singer buys the house)
Tomodachi wa tegami o
yomimasu
友達は手紙を読みます
(The friend reads the letter)
Haiyu wa hon o karimasu
俳優は本を借ります
(The author borrows the book)

Ie wa kashu o kaimasu
家は歌手を買います
(The house buys the singer)
Tegami wa tomodachi o
yomimasu
手紙は友達を読みます
(The letter reads the friend)
Hon wa haiyu o karimasu
本は俳優を借ります
(The book borrows the author)

Shōnen wa kuruma o shūri imasu
少年は車を修理います
(The boy repairs the car)

Kuruma wa shōnen o shūri imasu
車は少年を修理います
(The car repairs the boy)

De vader repareert de trui
(The father repairs the sweater)

De trui repareert de vader
(The sweater repairs the father)

Haiyū wa kyandi o atsumemasu
俳優はキャンディを集めます
(The actor collects the candy)

Kyandi wa haiyū o atsumemasu
キャンディは俳優を集めます
(The candy collects the author)

Het kind spaart de pen
(The child collects the pen)

De pen spaart het kind
(The pen collects the child)

Gakusei wa biru o nusumimasu
学生はビールを盗みます
(The student steals the beer)

Biru wa gakusei o nusumimasu
ビールは学生を盗みます
(The beer steals the student)

De clown steelt het koekje
(The clown steals the cookie)

Het koekje steelt de clown
(The cookie steals the clown)
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Kagaku-sha wa tamago o
yakimasu
科学者は卵をやきます
(The scientist bakes the egg)

Tamago wa kagaku-sha o
yakimasu
卵は科学者をやきます
(The egg bakes the scientist)

De prinses bakt de muffin
(The princess bakes the muffin)

De muffin bakt de prinses
(The muffin bakes the princess)

Nofu wa zasshi o todokemasu
農夫は雑誌を届けます
(The farmer delivers the
magazine)

Zasshi wa nofu o todokemasu
雑誌は農夫を届けます
(The magazine delivers the
farmer)

De moeder bezorgt de fiets
(The mother delivers the bike)

De fiets bezorgt de moeder
(The bike delivers the mother)

Kodomo wa miruku o nomimasu
子供はミルクを飲みます
(The child drinks the milk)

Miruku wa kodomo o nomimasu
ミルクは子供を飲みます
(The milk drinks the child)

De boer drinkt de thee
(The farmer drinks the tea)

De thee drinkt de boer
(The tea drinks the farmer)

Oba wa miruku o akemasu
叔母はミルクを開けます
(The aunt opens the milk)
Daijin wa pai o kaimasu
大臣はパイを買います
(The minister buys the pie)
Oji wa reshipi o yomimasu
おじはレシピを読みます
(The uncle reads the recipe)
Rinjin wa okane o karimasu
隣人はお金を借ります
(The female neighbour borrows
the money)

Miruku wa oba o karimasu
ミルクは叔母を開けます
(The milk opens the aunt)
Pai wa daijin o kaimasu
パイは大臣を買います
(The pie buys the minister)
Reshipi wa oji o yomimasu
レシピはおじを読みます
(The recipe reads the uncle)
Okane wa rinjin o karimasu
お金は隣人を借ります
(The money borrows the female
neighbour)

De dokter opent de krant
(The doctor opens the paper)

De jurk opent de krant
(The paper opens the doctor)

De buurvrouw koopt de postzegel
(The female neighbour buys the
stamp)

De buurvrouw koopt de postzegel
(The stamp buys the female
neighbour)

De clown leest de e-mail
(The clown reads the e-mail)

De e-mail leest de clown
(The e-mail reads the clown)

De moeder leent de auto
(The mother borrows the car)

De auto leent de moeder
(The car borrows the mother)
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On'nanoko wa tokei o shūri
shimasu
女の子は時計を修理します
(The girl repairs the watch)

Tokei wa on'nanoko o shūri
shimasu
時計は女の子を修理します
(The watch repairs the girl)

Kashu wa seta o atsumemasu
歌手はセーターを集めます
(The singer collects the sweater)

Seta wa kashu o atsumemasu
セーターは歌手を集めます
(The sweater collects the singer)

Tomodachi wa zasshi o
nusumimasu
友達は雑誌を盗みます
(The friend steals the magazine)

Zasshi wa tomodachi o
nusumimasu
雑誌は友達を盗みます
(The magazine steals the friend)

De dokter steelt het ei
(The doctor steals the egg)

Het ei steelt de dokter
(The egg steals the doctor)

Urite wa niku o yakimasu
売り手は肉をやきます
(The salesman bakes the meat)

Niku wa urite o yakimasu
肉は売り手をやきます
(The meat bakes the salesman)

De nicht bakt het recept
(The niece bakes the recipe)

Het recept bakt de nicht
(The recipe bakes the niece)

Mei wa shinbun o todokemasu
姪は新聞を届けます
(The niece delivers the paper)

Shinbun wa mei o todokemasu
新聞は姪を届けます
(The paper delivers the niece)

De danser bezorgt de melk
(The dancer delivers the milk)

De melk bezorgt de danser
(The milk delivers the dancer)

De schoonmaker drinkt de koffie
(The cleaner drinks the coffee)

De koffie drinkt de schoonmaker
(The coffee drinks the cleaner)

De nicht opent de tent
(The niece opens the tent)

De tent opent de nicht
(The tent opens the niece)

Ōjo wa orenjijūsu o nomimasu
Orenjijūsu wa ojo o nomimasu
王女はオレンジジュースを飲み オレンジジュースは王女を飲み
ます
ます
(The princess drinks the orange
(The orange juice drinks the
juice)
princess)
Ōji wa pakkēji o akemasu
王子はパッケージを開けます
(The prince opens the package)

Pakkeji wa oji o akemasu パッケ
ージは王子を開けます
(The package opens the prince)

De minister repareert de pet
(The minister repairs the cap)

De pet repareert de minister
(The cap repairs the minister)

De soldaat spaart de computer
De computer spaart de soldaat
(The soldier collects the computer) (The computer collects the soldier)
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Kagaku-sha wa kōhī o kaimasu
科学者はコーヒーを買います
(The scientist buys the coffee)

Kohi wa Kagaku-sha o kaimasu
コーヒーは科学者を買います
(The coffee buys the scientist)

De danser koopt het snoep
(The dancer buys the candy)

Het snoep koopt de danser
(The candy buys the dancer)

Sōji nin wa shinbun o yomimasu
掃除人は新聞を読みます
(The cleaner reads the paper)

Shinbun wa soji nin o yomimasu
新聞は掃除人を読みます
(The paper reads the cleaner)

De acteur leest het pakket
(The author reads the package)

Het pakket leest de acteur
(The package reads the author)

Dansā wa kutsu o karimasu
ダンサーは靴を借ります
(The dancer borrows the shoe)

Kutsu wa dansa o karimasu
靴はダンサーを借ります
(The shoe borrows the dancer)

De wetenschapper leent de melk
(The scientist borrows the milk)

De melk leent de wetenschapper
(The milk borrows the scientist)

Urite wa tento o shūri shimasu
売り手はテントを修理します
(The salesman repairs the tent)

Tento wa urite o shūri shimasu
テントは売り手を修理します
(The tent repairs the salesman)

De prins repareert de schoen
(The prince repairs the shoe)

De schoen repareert de prins
(The shoe repairs the prince)

Kurīnā wa bīru o atsumemasu
Bīru wa kurīnā o atsumemasu
De verkoper spaart het water
クリーナーはビールを集めます ビールはクリーナーを集めます
(The salesman collects the water)
(The cleaner collects the beer)
(The beer collects the cleaner)
Ōjo wa ocha o nusumimasu
王女はお茶を盗みます
(The princess steals the tea)

Ocha wa ojo o nusumu
お茶は王女を盗みます
(The tea steals the princess)

De danser steelt de krant
(The dancer steals the paper)

Het water spaart de verkoper
(The water collects the salesman)

De krant steelt de danser
(The paper steals the dancer)
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C.2 Fillers
Japanese Fillers
O bāchan wa zubon o araimasu
おばあちゃんはズボンを洗います
(The grandma washes the pants)
Ojīchan wa inu o hōyō shimasu
おじいちゃんは犬を抱擁します
(The grandpa hugs the dog)
Jūi wa rinjin o kamimasu
獣医は隣人をかみます
(The veterinarian bites the male neighbour)
Majo wa sūpu o tabemasu
魔女はスープを食べます
(The witch eats the soup)
Kyōju wa tō o tatemasu
教授は塔を建てます
(The professor builds a tower)
Pairotto wa ryōri nin o okurimasu
パイロットは料理人を送ります
(The pilot sends the cook)
Musume wa megane o moraimasu
娘は眼鏡を貰います
(The daughter receives the glasses)
Jōshi wa ryōri nin o yobimasu
上司は料理人を呼びます
(The boss calls the cook)

Dutch Fillers
De dochter aanbidt de schrijver
(The daughter admires the writer)
De politie achtervolgt de wandelaar
(The police chases the hiker)
De buurman bekijkt de toren
(The male neighbour watches the tower)
De neef volgt de baas
(The nephew follows the boss)
De heks betovert de wandelaar
(The witch bewitches the hiker)
De dochter draagt het schilderij
(The daughter carries the painting)
De hond duwt de buurman
(The dog pushes the male neighbour)
De postbode scheurt de broek
(The mailman rips the pants)
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Sakka wa sūpu o wasuremasu
作家はスープを忘れます
(The writer forgets the soup)
Rinjin wa zubon o ushinaimasu
隣人はズボンを失います
(The male neigbour loses the pants)
Ojīchan wa megane o kōkan shimasu
おじいちゃんは眼鏡を交換します
(The grandpa trades the glasses)
Jūi wa garasu o agemasu
獣医はガラスをあげます
(The veterinarian gives the glass)
Joshu wa oi o home tataemasu
助手は甥をほめたたえます
(The assisstant compliments the nephew)
Kyōju wa keisatsu o kakimasu
教授は警察を書きます
(The professor paints the police)
O bāchan wa hokō-sha o sorimasu
おばあちゃんは歩行者を剃ります
(The grandma shaves the hiker)
Yūbin haitatsuin ga dangan o mawashimasu
郵便配達員は弾丸を回します
(The mailman turns the bullet)
Saikurisuto wa jōshi o shinjimasu
サイクリストは上司を信じます
(The cyclist believes the boss)

De assistent knijpt de heks
(The assistant pinches the witch)
De professor beklimt de toren
(The professor climbs the tower)
De schrijver kust de piloot
(The writer kisses the pilot)
De dierenarts roept de politie
(The veterinarian calls the police)
De opa slaat het glas
(The grandpa hits the glass)
De piloot tekent de kok
(The pilot draws the cook)
De neef verstopt de bril
(The nephew hides the glasses)
De assistent meet de vis
(The assistant measures the fish)
De kogel raakt de soep
(The bullet hits the soup)
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Sakana wa e o shirimasu
魚は絵を知ります
(The fish knows the painting)

De hond snapt de fietser
(The dog understands the cyclist)

Yūbin haitatsuin wa sūpu o torimasu
郵便配達員はスープを取ります
(The mailman grabs the soup)

De vis trekt de oma
(The fish pulls the grandma)

Dangan wa e o nogashimasu
弾丸は絵を逃します
(The bullet misses the painting)

De fietser zoekt het glas
(The cyclist searches (for) the glass)

C.3 Practice Sentences
Japanese Practice Sentences
Otoko wa gēmu o shimasu
男はゲームをします
(The man plays the game)
Kami wa pan-ya o kiru
紙はパン屋を切る
(The paper cuts the baker)
Ryōshi wa ki o soru
漁師は木を剃る
(The fisherman shaves the tree)
Ryōshi wa neko o kawaigarimasu
漁師は猫をかわいがります
(The fisherman pets the cat)

Dutch Practice Sentences
De weduwe verft de muur
(The widow paints the wall)
De verjaardag viert de popster
(The birthday celebrates the popstar)
Het haar knipt de vrouw
(The hair cuts the woman)
Het konijn verft de deur
(The rabbit paints the door)
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Appendix D. Full instructions online questionnaire
After providing information about their (language) background, participants were presented
with the full instructions for the research. All instructions were shown in both Dutch and
Japanese simultaneously in order to activate both languages within the reader.

Instructies
日本語のテキストはオランダ語に従います
Welkom bij dit onderzoek naar de interpretatie van zinnen. Bedankt voor uw deelname!
Het invullen van deze vragenlijst duurt ongeveer 15 minuten. Er wordt aangeraden dit
onderzoek op een laptop of computer uit te voeren, in een rustige omgeving en om de
vragenlijst in één zitting in te vullen.
Wat kunt u verwachten?
U krijgt straks in willekeurige volgorde Nederlandse en Japanse zinnen te lezen. Het is de
bedoeling dat u van elke zin aangeeft wie de actie uitvoert.
Tijdens het experiment moet u voor elke zin de vraag “Wie voert volgens u de actie in de
zin uit?” beantwoorden. Hiervoor kunt u kiezen uit de twee opties die afgeleid zijn van de
zin. Dit zal er als volgt uitzien:
De machinist schopt de trein
• De machinist

• De trein

Als u denkt dat de machinist de actie uitvoert, klikt u met de muis op het antwoord ‘de
machinist’; als u denkt dat de trein de actie uitvoert, klikt u met de muis op het antwoord ‘de
trein’. Als u uw beslissing heeft genomen, verschijnt er een nieuwe zin en doet u hetzelfde als
bij de voorgaande vragen. Na het beantwoorden van een vraag kunt u niet terug naar de vorige
zin.
Af en toe wordt een begripsvraag gesteld. Er wordt dan gevraagd of een bepaald woord in de
voorgaande zin voorkwam. Op deze vragen hoeft u enkel ja of nee te antwoorden.
Een aantal dingen zijn van belang om te weten:
1. De te interpreteren zinnen bestaan allemaal uit twee zelfstandige naamwoorden en een
werkwoord, zoals de machinist schopt de trein.
2. Er zullen soms zinnen tussen zitten die niet grammaticaal lijken. Ook dan vragen we u
een keuze te maken: ga daarbij op uw eerste indruk af.
3. De zinnen zijn niet allemaal even waarheidsgetrouw of plausibel. U zou ze het beste
kunnen karakteriseren als situaties die in fictie zouden kunnen plaatsvinden.
4. De vragenlijst moet in één zitting ingevuld worden: neem geen pauzes tussendoor.
5. Er zijn geen goede of foute antwoorden mogelijk. Volg uw intuïtie en denk niet te
lang na.
Bedankt en veel succes!
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手順

文解釈に関するこの研究へようこそ。ご参加ありがとうございます。 このアンケートを完了す
るのに約 15 分かかります。この調査は、ノートパソコンまたはコンピューターで、静かな環境
で実施し、一度にアンケートに回答することをお勧めします。
アンケートの予定
ランダムな順序で提供されるオランダ語と日本語の文章を読む必要があります。 「各文に示さ
れているアクションを実行しているのは誰か」という質問に対する回答を選択する必要がありま
す。
実験中、各文を読んだ後、「あなたに従って文の中で誰が行動を起こしているのか」という質問
に答える必要があります。このために、与えられた文から派生した 2 つのオプションから選択で
きます。
次のようになります。。

列車の運転手は列車を蹴る
• 列車の運転手

• 列車

列車の運転手がアクションを実行していると思われる場合は、「列車の運転手」という答えをマ
ウスでクリックしてください。列車がアクションを実行していると思われる場合は、「列車」と
いう答えをマウスでクリックしてください。 決定すると、新しい文が表示され、前の質問と同
じことを行う必要があります。質問に答えた後、前の文に戻ることはできません。
時々、理解の質問がされます。次に、前の文で特定の単語が出現したかどうかを尋ねられます。
これらの質問に「はい」または「いいえ」で答えるだけです。

知っておくべき重要なことがいくつかあります。
1. 解釈される文はすべて、2 つの名詞と動詞で構成され、「列車の運転手は列車を蹴る」
などです。
2. 文法的ではないと思われる文章がある場合がありますが、選択をするようにお願いしま
す：アンケートの回答者の第一印象に従ってください。
3. 文章はすべて等しく真実またはもっともらしいわけではありません。 それらをフィクシ
ョンで起こり得る状況として最もよく特徴付けることができます。
4. アンケートは一度に記入する必要があります。途中で休憩を取らないでください。
5. 正解も不正解もありません。 自分の直感に従い、あまり長く考えないでください。
ありがとう、そして幸運を！
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